Instantly Meet All Your Translation Needs Within Relativity

Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® delivers accurate, lightning-fast translations

Relativity has rapidly grown to become the leading platform to manage the e-discovery process and Electronically-Stored Information (ESI). It is used to manage e-discovery content, along with contracts and a variety of other legal documents that require review. As a result of Relativity’s growth, the need to translate multilingual content has exploded. International investigations and disputes generate thousands, or even millions, of pages of foreign language data. In a world challenged by COVID-19, organizations are increasingly reviewing and scrutinizing their contracts within Relativity. Lionbridge offers a solution to help global law firms and corporate legal departments more effectively and efficiently deliver cross-border e-discovery (e-disclosure) programs and other multilingual work within the Relativity platform.

Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® revolutionizes and democratizes translations within Relativity. It puts you and your team in control of the translation process. As a result, you will see reduced translation turnaround times. Instead of receiving translations in days or weeks, you will get them in seconds or minutes. In addition, an in-app “easy button” will give you access to Lionbridge’s expert translators, project managers and Quality Assurance (QA) staff when you have documents that require certification or exceptional quality achieved only by “the human touch.”
Take Control of Translations—All Within Relativity

Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® is a simple, easy-to-use plug-in that enables users to obtain accurate and exceptionally fast translations for all types of ESI within Relativity. Once Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® is installed, you and your team will benefit by being able to:

- Take charge over the translation process
- Reduce the translation spend for your firm and clients
- Greatly accelerate translation turnaround times for your clients
- Gain full visibility into costs, including detailed charges categorized by client job and matter

**Lionbridge + Relativity = Better, Faster, Less Expensive Translations**

Hundreds of leading law firms, corporate legal departments and e-discovery providers around the globe have trusted Lionbridge for fast, accurate legal translations for more than 20 years. Now, Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® provides Relativity users with exclusive access to the full range of Lionbridge’s translation capabilities, tools and services, right from their own laptops or desktops. With Lionbridge Translator for Relativity®, e-discovery, legal technology, legal operations and litigation support teams can gain more control over the translation process by being able to:

- **Rapidly translate one, many or all foreign language documents** within your Relativity document list views on a self-serve basis
- **Create matter-specific translation glossaries** using patented Lionbridge technology to ensure every translation is delivered in an optimally client-centric manner
- **Get an instant cost estimate** before proceeding with any machine translation job
- **Review and edit translated material** in an “Action & Insight Panel” when documents require additional attorney or reviewer scrutiny, such as for contracts
- **Quickly and easily send documents to Lionbridge securely** when translations require certification or expert human translation quality
- **Monitor the status** and completion of ongoing projects
- **Review order/job** history and associated spend

Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® is compatible with Relativity 9.6 and above and RelativityOne.

### Ensuring Data Security and Privacy

The following built-in features ensure data security and protect privacy:

- Machine translations are never stored
- Users can select the location of software hosting and the translation process to align with security and data preferences
- Lionbridge Translator for Relativity® can be deployed within the EEA and supports your requirements to maintain compliance to GDPR
- Our machine translation platform recognizes patterns that can identify Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and ensure identified elements are hashed, protected and never translated

---

**Key Features and Capabilities:**

- Best-in-class Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
- Patented “MT customization” enables matter-specific or client-specific MT versioning
- Rapid translation for one, many or all of your documents in Relativity
- Instant cost estimates may be produced for each MT job
- “Easy Button” enables you to send Lionbridge documents that require human or certified translations
- “Action and Insight Panel” enables the attorney to review and edit the translated text
- Reporting categorized by the client matter and job makes billing a snap
- Exceptional security and data privacy protections safeguard your firm and your clients

### Get Started

Contact us today to talk with an expert and learn how Lionbridge Translator for Relativity can streamline your multilingual e-discovery efforts. Reach out to us at legaltranslations@lionbridge.com
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